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INTELLIGENT AGREEMENT 
REVIEWS



Introduction

AI Agreement Review solution makes use of machine learning that allows you to review mass 
amounts of contracts in minutes to streamline your daily workflows and save enormous amounts of 
time. Firms from essentially every industry can utilize this software to organize contracts for easy 
access and searchability, even analyse them for issues that may need addressing. 

This solution allows you to upload and store all your contracts, optimize them for easy searching, and 
quickly extract important information and data points. Initially this process used to take quite some 
time. However, now due to machine learning and AI, it now takes mere moments.



Issues with Traditional method 
of Agreement Review

Paper-based processes bring major dropdown in the workflow that costs many businesses in terms of 
money and productivity. One such process that causes a delay in closing deals and turns out to be a 
hurdle in business growth is Contract Management carried out in a traditional way.

Traditional Agreements are time-consuming
In the business world, negotiation in contracts is a major step that requires countless 
modifications. The print sign scan routine takes up a lot of time to handle it. Having face 
to face meetings is another drawback as a lot of unmatched time is consumed by both 
parties.

More scope of errors and manipulation
Carrying out contractual processes traditionally might leave either party with 
discrepancies as there are more chances of errors or manipulation. This leads to legal 
disputes and other situations in which one or both parties have no legal leverage.



Unnecessary operational cost
The implementation of the contractual process involves manual time and efforts along 
with the material such as paper, printing, etc. That adds to the transactional cost of a 
contract. 

Restricts integration with CRM 
Enabling you to integrate the chosen platform with Salesforce, HubSpot, Microsoft CRM, 
etc broadens the functionality and the opportunities that you can generate from existing 
CRM. Staying with the traditional agreements won’t let you leverage such benefits.

Less Security 
Traditional agreements have more chances of manipulation and electronic documents 
are more secure. When it comes to intelligent Contracts, any iterations can be easily 
figured out by referring to the Audit trail attached with each document.

Difficult to track data
Traditional agreements require physical storage, which is not as reliable as its digital 
alternative.



Ways in which AI impacts the process 
of Intelligent Agreement Reviews

With AI, legal professionals can drastically bring down the time of a first review 

from days or hours to mere minutes. A user can request a standard contract or 

submit a third-party contract for its initial review simply via email or a web 

portal. AI learns corporate standards from transaction histories and feedback 

and then reviews and redlines contracts and returns them in a Word docu-

ment within minutes. 

Self-service for first review

Some contracts, like nondisclosure agreements, require real-time turnaround, 

these are high-volume and low-edit documents which should preliminary be 

for AI review. Instead of an attorney handling contracts like this, AI can review 

the contract and suggest changes to bring it to corporate standards if neces-

sary. From there, they can be tendered directly to the other party or undergo 

one last round of internal review if necessary. 

High-Volume/Low-Edit Review

Master service agreements, statements of works and other complex sales or 

purchase agreements are also benefitted from AI. It leverages the full compa-

ny playbook and clause library to guide the contract drafter and reviewer 

along the negotiation at agreement pass.

Contract Drafting and Negotiation



AI assesses the risk of contracts during the pre-signature review phase by 

reviewing third-party paper against corporate standards and checklists. It then 

summarizes the risks; flags key issues against contract review templates and 

unique company clauses and suggests corrections if required.

Risk Review for Third Party 

Combined with a user-friendly AI platform, AI-driven contract review allows 

legal teams to manage, collaborate and use AI to apply corporate playbooks 

and precedents automatically. Legal professionals can then use the real-time 

data and insight provided by the platform to improve playbook standards and 

understand enforcement across the business.

Playbook Management 



Need to know more? 
Happy to Help.

Schedule a meeting with our team of experts
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/DatumSolutions@datumsolutions.net/bookings/

Or simply leave in your contact details in the link below, and one of our team 
members will reach out to you.

https://www.dcgteam.com/contact-us/



Spain

Gran Via de les Corts 
Catalanes 145, local
08014 Barcelona
Tel: (+34) 93 180 70 31

USA

8520 Allison Point Blvd,
Suite 220
Indianapolis, IN 46250
Tel: (+1) 317 790 6818
Fax: (+1) 317 863 1071

India - Bangalore

Datum Cybertech India 
Private Limited
CPS House
23/2 Ulsoor Road, I Floor
Bangalore - 560042
Tel: (+91) 080 40981801

India - Hyderabad

KTC Illumination Towers, 
Plot#203/204/205/206
Opposite WestInn Hotel
Madhapur, Hyderabad -
500 081

Montenegro

Serdara Jola Piletića Br. 22
Podgorica
Tel: (+382) 67 508 033

UK

Suites 9&10 Park House
77-81 Bell Street
Reigate, Surrey, RH2 7AN
Tel: (+44) (0) 1737 233946

Serbia

Vitezova Karađorđeve 
zvezde 50
Belgrade
Tel: (+381) 69 35 25 171

Australia

161 Keilor Road
Essendon VIC 3040

Moldova

Datum Solutions SRL
Grigore Ureche 69,
Chisinau

Romania

Datum Consulting Grup SRL
sos. Stefan cel Mare nr.5, bl.6, 

scara A, etaj 1, ap.4, sector 2 
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About Datum Solutions

Our Offerings:

Datum Solutions is a privately held company founded in 2010 and located in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA. With global operation 
across eight countries, we specialize in providing Enterprise Content Management (ECM), Business Process Management 
(BPM), Case Management and Cloud based solutions to meet the business needs of operational departments of commercial 
businesses and government agencies. With over 300 ECM professionals on board and experience in 250 successfully imple
mented ECM projects worldwide, our project delivery model allows us to implement innovative technology solutions includ
ing managed and hosted outsourcing options which assist our clients in meeting their business goals.

Business-IT Strategy Creation 

Business Value Identification 

Business Application Development 

Operations & Maintenance Optimization 

Data & Platform Migration

RapidECM Product Family 

Industry Specific Accelerators 

Cloud and Hybrid Cloud Migration Services

External Content Enablement 

Hosting & Managed Services
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